
Gold Platinum Diamond
                                              Package                        Package                  Package

Number of DVDs                     Three                             Three                        Three
Provided

USB Drive Provided Yes Yes Yes
with Copy of Movie
Viewable on a Computer,
Tablet, Cell Phone, in
iTunes, on Apple TV, etc.                                                                                                                              
                                                                                                                                             
Professional Artistic                Yes                               Yes                           Yes
Editing                                                                                

Personalized Motion               Yes                               Yes                           Yes
Menus with Chapter
Markers

Beautiful Scrolling Credits          Yes                               Yes                           Yes
Listing Wedding Party

Coverage Begins                   30 minutes           When bride When bride                    
                                            prior to the    arrives at arrives at
                                            ceremony          the church or the salon                         

ceremony location
for preparations
(Includes the

          “first look”
between the bride
and groom)

Coverage Ends         After all special          After all special     Conclusion
                                          events at the events at the       of the
                                           reception have reception have        reception
                                            concluded         concluded      
                                                          
You Receive Your choice of a fully edited documentary and cinematic feature film of typically 1.5+ hours in 

length, or a wedding day highlight movie of approximately 15 minutes in length.

Investment                 $795                          $995                  $1795

A La Carte Items

$150 1 minute teaser film
$200 2 minute wedding day film
$300 Rehearsal dinner coverage (2 hours minimum)
 
 
Raw Footage Only Option - $995  
 
Coverage begins when the bride arrives at the salon and ends at the conclusion of the reception.  An edited movie is not produced with 
the raw footage only option.  Rather, you are provided with all uncompressed full-sized raw high definition video footage delivered on 
a USB hard drive.  You also receive the additional audio files that are captured during the ceremony from the lapel mic placed on the 
groom.

This unique option bridges the gap for couples who want professional-quality footage of their entire day without the price tag of a 
Hollywood production.  With this raw footage only option, I don’t do any editing.  So it’s totally up to you what you’d like to do with 
the footage—watch it in its original form, edit it yourself, or hire someone to edit it at a future date.  

 
Prices are subject to change without notice, though you may lock in current prices via a signed contract.


